“Here in Jasper your eyes need not make any
compromises; this is the heaven into which skiers will
ascend” – Ski Canada Magazine

Marmot Basin at a Glance
Located in the breathtaking, vast and ruggedly mountainous landscape of the Canadian Rocky Mountains,
Jasper National Park is a destination that inspires lasting memories. The valleys are home to an incredible
diversity of wildlife, waterfalls and lakes frozen in time, carpets of thick, green forests blanketing the earth and
other scenic rewards around every corner. Look up, and the serene beauty of the snow-capped peaks carries
on as far as the eye can see. One of these peaks, visible from the Jasper townsite, is host to the 1,675 acres of
superb slopes that make up Marmot Basin.
Offering 86 runs of varying abilities spread across forested, sub-alpine and alpine terrain, Marmot Basin has
something for skiers and snowboarders of all ages and abilities. Facilities and services include 7 lifts, including
the Canadian Rockies Express high speed quad chair, the longest in the Canadian Rockies, 3 on-mountain day
lodges, a full-service Rental Shop, Snow Sports School, eateries, a nursery and retail shop.
This unspoiled, pristine destination in the middle of the Canadian Rockies offers a unique skiing and snowboarding vacation, all within Canada’s largest Rocky Mountain National Park and a UNESCO World Heritage
Site.

The Marmot Difference
Tremendous Variety of Terrain
- Marmot’s 86 runs are split evenly between
novice, intermediate, advanced and expert terrain.
Long,winding tree-lined trails, perfectly groomed
cruisers and wide open high alpine bowls make
Marmot one of the most diverse ski areas for skiers
and snowboarders of all abilities. Families and skiers
of varying abilities can ride any of the lifts together,
choose different runs, and meet at the base of the lift
to ride together again. Advanced and expert skiers
and riders will delight in the wide open, powder filled
bowls and steep chutes in the upper reaches of the
mountain.
Unhurried, Laid Back and Crowd-Free
- Like Jasper, Marmot Basin is all altitude and no attitude. An unpretentious and uncrowded, atmosphere is
just one of the many reasons skiers return to Marmot
Basin year after year. There is no waiting in lift lines
as Marmot Basin is one of the least crowded ski areas
of its kind in all of North America.

“Jasper is what makes a holiday in the Canadian Rockies
complete”, Simon Baker – Edinburgh Evening News

Scenery that will Leave you
Breathless - There are many beautiful
destinations in Canada but none so pristine, natural
and stunning as the Canadian Rocky Mountains in
Jasper National Park. There are no distractions in this
protected wilderness area, only a feast for the eyes
that leave skiers with memories of a truly unique and
astoundingly beautiful destination.
Friendly, Safe and Welcoming
- Marmot Basin is intimate, and friendly. Skiers and
snowboarders will find they make friends quickly and
are warmly welcomed. Jasper is an authentic, real
mountain town where the locals are always quick with
a smile and even quicker with advice on how to get
the most and the best out of Jasper.
“Marmot Basin offers altitude without attitude. There’s no
preening or posturing, just good powder”, Niall McIlroy
– West Australian Travel Guide

